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Introduction
DMPs are used by as many as 80% of B2C brands in the US 
to boost the efficacy of web advertising and personalization. 
But now many brands are re-evaluating their DMP’s 
underlying business case, where the technology sits in their 
organization, and even if they need one at all.

What’s changed?
For most companies, the macro environment has shifted considerably since 
first getting started with their DMP.

First, there were walled gardens and app environments that didn’t support 
cookies. Then GDPR and Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP) on Safari 
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browsers. Next up is CCPA and Google contemplating its own version of ITP  
for Chrome. And the pace of change doesn’t show any signs of abating.

To be sure, it’s not that DMPs do not ever have an important role to play in the 
modern martech stack. In many cases, they probably do! It’s just that their role 
is changing and, amid all this change, it’s become clear that a DMP requires  
a robust enterprise data strategy and architecture underpinning it to maximize 
its value.

In this ebook, we’ll cover some questions every brand should be asking about 
their DMP’s role in their technology stack and—should you opt to employ a 
DMP—how to maximize its chances of success.
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Three steps to success
Like any technology investment, DMPs should be constantly 
monitored to ensure they are fit for purpose and meeting 
both end user needs and value realization expectations. 
Here are three steps to help you do that.

Step 1: Clarify the why and how of your DMP
In general terms, DMPs are expert at ingesting, normalizing, and organizing 
anonymous, person-level data and making that data available across the adtech 
ecosystem. That describes what they do, but not the why and how.

As with any technology investment, the first step is clarifying your specific use 
cases. Here are some of the most common ones, according to Gartner:

• Ad targeting:  Build and extend audiences for programmatic advertising cam-
paigns, including support for multichannel retargeting, frequency capping 
and suppression (exclusion lists).

• Audience extension:  Use known customer and prospect attributes as a 
“seed” for more informed identification and targeting of prospects, primarily 
through programmatic advertising.

• Ad measurement:  Visualize and report results, and provide timely campaign 
results data, via the DMP’s native user interface, or for use by external 
partners (e.g., attribution providers).

• Personalization:  Support the development and execution of personalized 
messages within and across owned marketing channels, such as websites, 
mobile apps, and email.

That being said, while a use case like “ad targeting” may remain relevant, your 
DMP’s fitness to delivery against a given use case can change dramatically over 
time. Business needs change, consumer behaviors change, regulations change, 
technology infrastructures change.

For example, the first generation DMPs were built for a very different purpose 
from what we consider the role of a DMP today. They were data exchanges 
designed to aggregate data from around the open web to enrich ad buying.  
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The data taxonomies and audience segments were created and managed 
by the DMPs themselves, who then piped them into SSPs, DSPs, and adtech 
systems for purchase on a cost-per-thousand basis alongside media.

Over time, the DMPs evolved to work directly with a subset of a brand’s own 
first-party data and to help publishers create proprietary audience insights and 
audience products.

Today, DMPs are hybrids of each approach, yet still focus primarily on adver-
tising and web data. Only a minority of DMP customers stream social, email, 
offline, or set-top box data to their DMP, for example, and when they do that 
data is always “de-identified.”

That’s why it’s critical not just to know your use cases but also to validate your 
ROI assumptions around these use cases, as we’ll explain in Step 2.

Step 2: Validate your ROI assumptions
Many companies started using a DMP to manage their customer data because 
of the promise that it would yield a significant ROI lift for their media buying. 
However, DMPs’ NPS score of 37 (according to Forrester) suggests that in 
many cases, this expectation wasn’t met. That’s why it’s critical to consider if 
your initial ROI assumptions still hold water. With your latest use cases in hand, 
you should re-run your business case assumptions to ensure the ends still 
justify the means. Here are a few things that may have changed since you built 
your last DMP business case:

• New regulatory practices:  Have the GDPR or other data privacy regulations 
changed how your company approaches data sharing and consent?

• Media strategy:  Has your media plan shifted significantly to audio, video, 
and/or Walled Gardens? To what degree are you using, or could you use, 
capabilities from Facebook, Amazon, Google, or Twitter such as customer 
audiences or remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA) to build your audiences 
without a DMP?

• New tracking policies:  To what degree has the browser restrictions placed on 
third-party cookies, eg Safari ITP, limited the surface area of your DMP’s useful-
ness? Are we talking a less than 20% impact, 20-50%, or greater than 50%? 
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• New consumer behaviors: H as your consumer’s response to advertising, in 
general, shifted significantly?

• Data governance:  Has your company’s stance on data leakage and/or your 
security evolved?

• Vendor pricing:  Has your DMP vendor’s pricing increased or decreased 
significantly over time?

Step 3: Consider your DMP’s ability to grow with 
your brand
Solid use cases and ROI are necessary but not sufficient reason to stick with a 
DMP. A data management solution should feel helpful, rather than a burden on 
the business stakeholders. As companies grow, they need a data management 
solution that is able to grow with them.

Questions to ask yourself:

• User interface: D o your power users love working in the DMP’s user 
interface?

• Flexibility:  Does your DMP provide the openness and flexibility you’d expect 
of a modern marketing tool, so that your power users can unleash their 
full creativity? (For example, can your DMP be used to fuel omnichannel 
machine learning initiatives, and then write “back” attributes from ML to the 
DMP to power engagement?)

• Innovation:   Does your DMP enable new use cases, which enhance the 
customer experience, for instance, on mobile app or OTT platforms?

• Insights:  I f you are using the DMP to derive insights, are you able to do so 
across channels and identity states (e.g. from anonymous to known), while 
keeping track of the necessary opt-ins (with a full audit trail)?

Next steps:  If your DMP use cases or business case assumptions no longer 
hold water, t  hen you should weigh the alternatives. The next section will help 
you do that.
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Weighing the alternatives
Even if your DMP has some unanticipated limitations, many 
companies would be loathe to “rip and replace.” Fortunately, 
there are a range of options.

As discussed, many of the leading DMP vendors have modernized their offerings 
over the years. Recently, particularly after acquisition by the large marketing 
clouds, this has included adding other means of building and activating digital 
audiences beyond third-party data and cookie-based identifiers. These platforms 
have also plans in their roadmaps to layer in additional functions. So one option 
is always the “null” option—do nothing and just wait and see. Still, there are other, 
often better, options.

Scenario 1: Augment your DMP
Once you recognize the role that your DMP does and does not play in your 
martech stack, you can go shopping for a CDP with full awareness for what it 
needs to do (and not do).

For example, many companies find it useful to use a CDP to feed audience data to 
a DMP (where it is de-identified prior to ingestion) to inform media executions, or 
to measure campaign outcomes. The DMP in turn manages advertising planning, 
deployment, and measurement.

This makes sense because DMPs and CDPs are fundamentally different in several 
ways, making them highly complementary. The main differences are:

• CDPs typically stores personally identifiable information, whereas DMPs rely on 
hashed PII.

• CDPs have rich data collection capabilities that allow brands to collect data 
from all customer touchpoints, DMPs do not.

• CDPs provide for persistent, long-term data storage, DMPs do not.

• CDPs do not enforce a rigid, basic taxonomy, DMPs do.

• DMPs directly support ad campaign activation and measurement through a 
diverse set of cookie syncing partners; some CDPs, like mParticle’s, do offer 
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cookie syncing but generally have a much more narrow footprint.

• CDPs support using your customer data for more than just paid campaigns. 
Case in point-see our new P rofile API  that can be used to provide personal-
ized customer experiences everywhere

Some typical ways we have seen mParticle customers employ the  
architecture include:

• Audience extension into Walled Gardens:  While DMPs can use engagement 
data from pixels to build an audience within the walled garden, DMPs do not 
allow for marketers to create and forward audiences from outside the walled 
garden. Since DMPs cannot easily or continuously leverage deterministic 
(known identity) data, mParticle can be used to conduct audience buying/
selling functions in places where cookie-based platforms can’t reach, thus 
expanding the addressable contexts and audiences.

• Seasonal promotions:  Based on cookies, the majority of user data in DMPs 
expires in under 45 days. (Some can be retained longer using onboarding 
vendors and other workarounds but it’s not pretty.) This limits the useful 
personalization applications for DMPs to web-based advertising. By contrast, 
mParticle can retain data indefinitely, which expands personalization across 
functions. For example, marketers can build audiences with an unlimited look-
back window to drive seasonal promotions and maintain a long-term dialog 
with their customers across every engagement channel and system.

• Cross-channel data unification and personalization: Both DMPs and 
CDPs consume and distribute data. However, DMPs’ ingestion is fairly 
limited to anonymous cookie-based web data. While sufficient for certain 
advertising use cases, they do not assist in creating unified data views of 
consumers through better data collection and standardization. mParticle’s 
instrumentation and data transformation capabilities enable data portability 
for all downstream systems for insight and intelligence.

The problem with the “augmentation” strategy is that it can sometimes lead to 
more clutter, not less. That’s why you should also consider Scenarios 2 and 3.

https://www.mparticle.com/blog/personalization-profile-api
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Scenario 2: Prioritize your biggest needs
If you have several needs that aren’t being addressed by your DMP, but are 
unable or concerned about the amount of time, effort, and money involved in 
overhauling your data management, then it may be a better idea to focus on 

“fixing” the most critical issues.

If identity resolution is a major challenge facing your organization, you can 
start by addressing the “known” parts of the customer journey and leave the 

“anonymous” aspects for later.

As an example, mParticle’s CDP offers a complete audience segmentation and 
activation solution for building custom audience lists (including suppression 
lists) on Walled Gardens. So you can run campaigns tailored to loyalists without 
needing to involve a third-party onboarding partner to map cookies to persistent 
IDs (as you would with a DMP).

Indeed, marketers and publishers with significant customer data assets often 
possess enough data to create significant cross-device ID maps of their own - 
no intermediary needed. mParticle’s advanced Identity capabilities can quickly 
match and unify the IDs across devices which can be used to create audiences 
in any system based on associated customer attributes. By decluttering your 
data pipeline and eliminating unnecessary hops in the chain, targeting can be 
done faster, more economically, and with less data degradation and security 
risk than using third-party vendors.

Another part of the customer journey that might be a great place to focus data 
strategy clean-up is location-based use cases, where a person is entering or 
exiting a geo-fenced area. For example, mParticle works with many brands to 
provide a modern data processing pipeline which can deploy decision-making 
rules to endpoints or a streaming architecture in real-time. Many retail and QSR 
businesses find these to be their highest impact use cases, far greater than the 
ROI than could be achieved through even the best web advertising.
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Scenario 3: Start fresh
The final scenario involves starting fresh with a new platform that can help you 
collect, manage, and orchestrate your customer data across channels and devices 
to achieve your organization’s goals. Too often, brands are caught in the sunk-cost 
fallacy of not wanting to disrupt a situation that they have grown accustomed to 
instead of considering alternatives that better fit their needs.

The analogy here would be starting with a blank sheet of paper and designing your 
customer data strategy from scratch—starting with the customer journey and the 
data it generates—rather than the tools you happen to have in your stack.

As mainstream marketing shifts to a one-to-one relationship model, we 
recommend thinking about your martech stack needs in the following areas: 

Purpose Challenge Addressed Sample products

Identify Who is the person interacting with us?

• mParticle

• LiveRamp

• Signal

• Neustar

• Oracle

• Branch

Listen What is the person saying or doing?

• mParticle

• Ad trackers (Doubleclick)

• Deep-linkers/click-trackers (Branch,

• Button, Firebase)

• Location (Foursquare, Radar)

• Tag managers (Tealium, Ensighten)

Understand

Within the historical context of a  
given identity, can we gain a better  
understanding of how this person  
is interacting?

• Analytics  
(Amplitude, Adobe Analytics, GA, 
Looker)

• ML platforms  
(TensorFlow, Databricks, Clearbrain)

• Data warehouses  
(Snowflake, Redshift)
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Respond

Formulating the best response, based  
on everything we know about the  
person, and everything the company 
wants to gain.

• Email/Push  
(Braze, ExactTarget, Responsys)

• Ad platforms  
(Facebook, Beeswax, Google Ads)

• CMS (Adobe Experience Manager, 
Sitecore)

• Ad servers

Connective 

tissue

Underlying data infrastructure needed  
to provide data compatibility, governance, 
speed, scale, security, and diagnostics 
across Identify, Listen, Understand, and 
Respond applications.

• mParticle

If you find that your DMP no longer fits into your definition of something worth 
keeping, then you should consider an alternative data management solution 
that is able to keep up with changing regulatory practices and channel policies. 
Life is too short—and the world moving too fast—to keep investing into a 
relationship you know is headed in the wrong direction.
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Conclusion
While DMPs certainly have their place in the modern tech 
stack for some brands, companies looking to personalize 
customer experiences often find themselves needing more 
than a DMP can provide.

The best thing that ever happened to DMPs is the fact that they were named 
“data management platforms” – that moniker, combined with the fact that 
DMPs were among the first SaaS-based tools for marketers, has positioned 
them well to be the first tool any marketer turns to when they need to activate 
data. How ever,  many things have changed since DMPs first became available, 
from regulatory practices to the depth and breadth of customer data available 
to companies through new channels and devices. Similarly, your use cases and 
business case for a DMP may have changed since you first evaluated solutions.

At a minimum, brands owe it to themselves to keep a watchful eye to ensure 
that their data management strategy still lines up with their data management 
solution. Ultimately, if your DMP doesn’t deliver in the form of ROI, ease of use, 
governance, data quality, and orchestration, then it may be time to consider 
alternatives.

Marketers that have a DMP in place already can look at a CDP as a foundational 
layer that can amplify the benefits of a DMP, while mitigating its weakness. 
Alternatively, you can evaluate your use cases to determine if a CDP can offer 
you all of the benefits of a DMP and more—or vice versa if a DMP can serve as 
your CDP—without adding extra clutter to your stack.

Be mindful and you will fall in love with your martech stack again. Ignore this 
wisdom, and you will add undue stress to your operations and could allow 
yesterday’s fashion to become today’s folly.

If you’d like to learn more about how mParticle can help modernize your data 
strategy, feel free to r each out!

mailto:amccloud%40mparticle.com?subject=
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